Introduction
This quotation from a book written by former Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, now Pope Benedict XVI and Head of the Vatican State, reminds us of the divergent, tension-ridden impacts that the themes "activism" and "tradition" may have in the complex current transnational reproduction of the Roman Catholic Church in Latin America. With these themes sharply in focus, this collection of essays works toward a refinement of our methodological and theoretical anthropological tools for studying the Roman Catholic Church through a lens of "the political." 1 This special issue focuses on three principal axes of analysis. First, we argue for renewed attention to the changing scholarship on the anthropology of Catholicism, this within a broader anthropology of Christianity. Second, we wish to elaborate on the contribution these papers make to the ethnographic pluralities that have been created by the de facto, backlash revision of the reforms put in place by the Second Vatican Council (1962) (1963) (1964) (1965) . This revision was initiated by the politics of Pope John Paul 1. This special issue based on specific ethnographic cases is of course partial to the totality of the complexity of a Roman Catholic Church and 'Latin America', while being a reflection on a research agenda that we hope will have resonance across the Americas. While scholarship exists that focuses on the Catholic Church's explicit influence in global politics (e.g. Hanson 1987) , our own configuration of the 'political' is much more expansive, and includes, following Foucault, the array of logics and practices that are imbricated in governmentality and the shaping of subjects.
II (head of the Church from 1978 to 2005), especially those surrounding charismatic renewal and Marian devotions, and has been continued by Benedict XVI's evident current preoccupation with the centrality of the liturgy and "religious truth." We argue, however, that despite the impact of these momentous developments on the global political status of the institutional Roman Catholic Church, little ethnographic research has dared to step out of customary analytical frames to offer a reflection on the broader cultural, social and political ramifications of changing forms of Roman Catholic Church governmentality, especially those of the last century. The current conjuncture of the revision of Second Vatican Council has multiple layers, hence we call for more anthropological studies that engage with this complexity as key to understanding the transformation of the Roman Catholic Church as a political subject. This leads us to the third axis of analysis: the concept of governmentality. The current state of the revision of Second Vatican Council, we contend, demands to be studied in relation to a translocal reproduction of the Roman Catholic Church, as well as a study of the production of embattled new terrains of Catholic subject formation. The translocalism of the Roman Catholic Church becomes then for us a central tool for the study of the anthropology of Catholicism itself. In this regard, we find the term translocalism particularly apt and productive for two reasons: first, we want to move beyond the nation-state as the relevant unit of analysis in understanding local-global interactions, as is implied by the word "transnationalism." Following Matory (2005, 2) , we stress how circuits of the flows of power, authority, and meaning involve Catholic communities within and across particular "locales" whose interconnection is not determined by considerations of the territorial jurisdictions of nation-state-and indeed often predates the latter's formation. Thus, as the papers in this collection show, the dialogues constituting the Roman Catholic Church's "religious regime" (Casanova 1997 ) are translocal, not transnational. That is, translocal Catholic flows of symbols, images, ideas, people, and power constitute trans-border communities structured by forces other than-but not outside of-the social, political and economic exigencies of bounded nation-states. Secular and sacred power are not mutually exclusive, but neither can their respective workings or guiding normative logics be reduced to one another. Hence localities and sites that seem socially, economically, and politically peripheral to the nation-state, such as the poor Zapotec communities in Oaxaca, Mexico, described by Norget, or even certain Church figures so strongly identified with such places, such as martyred El Salvadorean Bishop Oscar Romero (addressed in Anna Peterson's and Manuel Vásquez's essay), may suddenly figure as central elements in Church global/translocal political machinations.
In addition, we underline the importance of translocalism as an institutional Church project of conjuring and inculcating in worshippers a deeply felt, embodied sense of belonging and allegiance to a larger, global Catholic community and project. As Coleman argued concerning Pentecostalist Christianity, essential for the easy spread of Pentecostalism is devotees' consciousness of forming part of an ever-widening circle (Coleman 2000) and of participating in a larger project of evangelism. Similarly, Norget and Peterson and Vásquez show in their articles that beatifications, canonizations, and other public performances have become especially important to the current modus operandi of the institutional Catholic Church in its concerted encouragement of such a translocal Catholic imaginary. Through such events, the Church affirms a transcendent symbolic and moral authority and global persona that is aimed at exerting a centralizing, cohering pull on dispersed and culturally diverse Catholic believers and communities the world over.
Finally, we want to stress the importance of understanding the reproduction of transnational and translocal Catholic religious regimes in terms of embodied, affective domains that are mediated by mimetic and mediatic presences (or absences), and that animate ongoing yet evolving spectacles of canonization, inculturation, and Catholic membership. All of the articles in this issue of Postscripts speak to these dimensions in different ways. Let us take up each of these points in turn.
An anthropology of Catholicism parallels but also diverges from an anthropology of Christianity. The latter has seen a recent blooming of intellectual and ethnographic debates around the work of scholars such as Birgit Meyer (1999) , Webb Keane (2007) , Joel Robbins (2004) and Matthew Engelke (2007) . These scholars have opened central debates on, among other things, the power of mediation of Christianity, its semiotic ideologies, its cultural continuities within a longue durée paradigm of the discontinuity of conversion in Christianity, and the question of the presence of the divine with and through the presence of sacred texts. While we would not elect to align a genealogy of the anthropology of Catholicism in this same fashion, we would nonetheless underline that issues of mediation are absolutely central to understanding the politics of apparition and shrine devotions in contemporary Roman Catholicism (Norget, this volume; see also Apolito 2005; Orsi 2005 Orsi , 1996 Orsi , 1985 Vásquez and Marquardt 2000) . Robert Orsi, for example, has rightly noted how British and North European religious scholarship has been characterized by an inherited "anti-Catholic" bias which for a long time has sealed off the continuities between the present and Catholic Middle Ages (Orsi 2007, 39) .
2 Working firmly against this bias are feminist and cultural historians' "revitalization" of the medieval past in the present (Certeau 1984; Bynum 1987; Hollywood 2002; Fulton 2002) , opening, among other things, important areas of research surrounding the symbolic and embodied physicality of body and blood as tenets of identity.
The roots of the anthropology of Catholicism are multiple, and a rethinking of the continuing vitality of medieval traces in various current Catholic communities is simply one of many promising avenues of investigation (Geisbusch 2009 ). For instance, in his study of nineteenthcentury Catholic magic practices in Lucania (southern Italy), Ernesto de Martino argued that such practices were central to debunking dominant notions of modern rationality as the "basis of civilization" (Martino 2004, 129) . Il Cattolicesimo Meridionale (Southern [European] Catholicism) for Martino provided an embodied arena of counter-hegemonic practices that challenged the dominant modern/rational model of bourgeois elites. It was in fact this particular Catholicism-of-the-south that could unsettle problematic reductive binaries of magic versus rationality. Importantly, such a religiosity would not fit within certain paradigmatic, "official" explanations of male/female genders as identified with public and private spheres, a binarism that had strongly colored understandings of the Mediterranean as a region both "fixed in time" and homogeneous.
A different, dynamic understanding of the interface between Roman Catholic structures and local practices has constituted a more productive analytical matrix of this imagined South. Through processes of adaptation and cooptation the locality of religion has been enlivened by a tension between written Catholic histories and the "messiness" of local oral and embodied reproductions tied to particular landscapes (Christian 1981, 179) . Although, as Certeau warned us, this is a powerful scriptural economy, and it is precisely in the field of the translocal that this scriptural economy is both reproduced but also potentially subverted (Certeau 1984) . Moreover, it is worth noting that Catholic southern Europe has been analyzed as a "creative involution," a "progressive bricolage" of co-existing cosmologies (Cátedra 1992, 353) , or a historical changing system of reciprocity between humans and saints that since the Second Vatican Council in the 1960s had seen a new emphasis on a generalized and idealized socially equal interiorization of the moral principles of Catholicism (Pina-Cabral 1986, 173) .
In a similar vein, works on the anthropology of Catholicism in Mesoamerica have stressed connections between religion, kinship, and personhood as cementing the internal structure and cohesion of rural (indigenous) communities. For example, ethnologists read Catholicism in rural 1950s and 1960s Mexico as being largely continuous with pre-conquest cosmology. Such a reading provided a frame for understanding gender relations with reference to the model of the triangular nuclear family (Mary, Joseph and the baby Jesus), and the celebration of life-cycle rituals that connected the development of personhood to key calendrical ritual celebrations of livelihood cycles (e.g., Ingham 1986; Nutini 1988 ). This paradigm also examined how personhood could be fragmented, "partible," and reconstituted through Catholic rituals (Slaney 1997) .
As in other parts of Latin America, the cult of saints, the ritual of the mass, and the presence of the life of Christ in the liturgy have also been seen as core characteristics specific to the Catholic practice. Analysis of pilgrimages and devotional cults of Christ in the Andes, for instance, showed that Catholic practice was the outcome of a historical continuity in pre-and post-conquest conflicts surrounding elite control of native and local sacred expressions (Sallnow 1982) . Moreover, Catholicism in the Andes highlighted a tension during both the colonial and the independence periods between the intimate and the public spheres, and the existence of a tight interlocking of divine and devil narratives (Harris 2006) . At the same time, anthropology has given attention to capitalist transformations and their impacts on indigenous labor, which have produced indigenous negotiation, narratives, and embodied practices around the figure of the devil in response to forces of unequal market accumulation (Taussig 1980; Nash 1979) .
Thus, Catholic practices across the Americas have always been hybridized, at times with local and native forms of spirit possession and gendered local re-telling of "national" histories (Behar 1993 ). An exploration of an anthropology of Catholicism undertaken along binary gendered lines may be insufficient for understanding the complexity of ethical personhood and the cultivation of the "good subject" that is at stake in local practices of Catholicism (Mayblin 2010) . We would insist on taking this point seriously, and further argue that for some of these articles, and for an anthropology of Catholicism in general, the issue of ethical orientation is absolutely central. Ethical orientations are the engine of multiple lifeworld(s) and their continual reconstitution in ultimate moments of suffering or in facing death (Pandolfo 2007) . But they are also the subtle forms for the reproduction of regimes of governmentality.
There is of course a strict connection between the historical forms of Roman Catholic pastoral power, its logic of power based on a confessional mode, its fostering of individual "inner" depth, and the emergence of modern forms of technologies of governmentality. Rather than pursuing a more classic reading of Foucault, which might see Christian and Catholic modalities of power as cradles of power for modern states, we are interested to dwell on the question of the changing nature of governmentality within the Roman Catholic Church. Foucault rightly queries the nature of the margins, the pastoral organization of the Church and the process of borrowing, adjusting, and mimesis that actually animate pastoral power:
Generally speaking these themes [eschatology, Scripture, mysticism, community, ascesis] that have been fundamental elements in these counter-conducts are clearly not absolutely external to Christianity, but are actually border-elements, if you like, which have been continuously re-utilized, re-implanted, and taken up again in one or another direction and these elements, such as mysticism, eschatology, [or] the search of community, for example, have been continually taken up by the Church itself. (Foucault 2004, 215) So it is the borrowing, reusage, and mimetic encounters of "borderelements" (see the place of "mystical" impulses in different religious orders and in lay religious movements such as the charismatic ones) that for us illuminate changing forms of Roman Catholic governmentality.
Economies of sanctities are indeed forms of governmentality produced within the Roman Catholic Church through processes of recirculation, mimesis and relocalization. The translocal examples we explore in this special issue show a salient tension between sanctification and martyrdom. The fetishization and multiplication of beatifications occurring since the papacy of John Paul II have converged with often successful attempts to depoliticize grassroots devotions and push them toward domestication and a privatization of the cult of sanctity. Peterson and Vásquez put it well in their discussion of Romero's case: "the people's saint must become 'a martyr of the church'" first. Peterson's and Vásquez's contribution highlights a major shift in governmentality of the Roman Catholic Church in regard to the matter of canonization. A shift has taken place in the official Vatican politics of sainthood, one seeing a turn from an emphasis on canonical law in the ratification of someone's eligibility for beatification (the first step toward sainthood), toward a stronger weighting of historical and theological signs as vectors for canonizations that are eventually realized or else (significantly) withheld.
Another central aspect of the Roman Catholic Church's governmentality has been mimesis. Mimesis and mimetic faculties are, in Walter Benjamin's reading (1999), those historical and material processes, especially mediated and ruptured by language, that have an intrinsic power of subject and social transformation. This potential for open-ended as well as disruptive transformations is indeed rooted in particular forms of bioreligiosity and materiality, and the relics Norget discusses in the case of the Oaxacan Martyrs of Cajonos signal this unsettling potentiality.
We can see mimesis working in other cases we examine as well. Mimetic imitatio Christi runs through present-day Legionaries of Christ's cultivation of the self/subject (Napolitano, this issue) and infuses the re-imagining of Archbishop Romero's strength (Peterson and Vásquez, this issue). We are here engaging with different forms of mimesis and mimetic encounters that have alternative and contradictory political significances. O'Neill stresses that in Guatemala the imitation of Christ's suffering engenders "translocal teleologies [that] far too often overlook the present for the sake of the future," with the effect that temporalities based on a notion of deferred achievement obscure the urgency of the current suffering and violence of Guatemalan people.
In a different light, Giménez Béliveau explores how this same mimesis among the Roman Catholic traditional groups of the Fraternity of St Thomas Aquinas (FASTA) and the Institute of the Incarnate Word (IVE) in Argentina manifests itself as a heroic model of missionization in the global world. In this instance, the mimesis with Christ is about a sacrifice to take up that journey to "convert the stranger," a journey imagined as a path toward near-divinity. Gimenez Béliveau shows that a specific translocal Catholicism within a larger Catholic reservoir is actually enlivened via both the formation of militant fictive and blood kinship and the constant reiteration of obedient subjectivization to a sacrificial glory of God. Not a bad utopia for new Catholic orthodoxy in a post-dictatorship Argentina. But sacrifice and suffering in the imitation of the life of Christ are not the only mimetic possibilities for renewed forms of Catholic governmentality. Peterson and Vásquez show instead how in the case of Monsignor Romero there is a mimesis that does not exactly embrace Jesus's crucifixion, but rather points to an alternative affective domain that mirrors the capacity of Christ to be with the people and make himself a pilgrim in their life journey. As Peterson and Vásquez explain, this is by far the principal narrative that the conservative sector of the Salvadoran Catholic oligarchy is interested to embrace. Once again plural tensions haunt the significations of mimetic encounters and sanctity within the Catholic Church, and surfeits of religious signification haunt the neat closure of Roman Catholic governmentality (Napolitano 2009 ).
Nevertheless, Roman Catholic Church governmentality is also shaped by the disposition and control of the formation of bodies, and the translocality of the Church is very much entangled with the remembering, dismembering and even the excess of body parts. The working of the Roman Catholic Church as a "passionate machine" rests on the "psychic glue of histories" and the affective force that those histories entail (Napolitano, this issue). Those forces are embedded in particular bodies, histories and places. They make this embeddedness a key element for understanding how a translocal Roman Catholic Church both inspires the privatization of piety at the same time as the glorification of key figures and personages who can be enlisted for "a global Church renewal." Here the case of the indigenous Martyrs of Cajonos described by Norget shows how the Church's self-affirmation as a unified global faith community in today's world, a world in which the numerical force of Catholicism is no longer centered in Western Europe, depends partly on the imperative of managing the potentially fragmenting particularities of local, peripheral Catholicisms. Although the Vatican is no longer the demographic metropole of Catholic faith, it remains its political heart. While considered deeply problematic by Ratzinger and other conservative theologians, Indigenous Theology, a Church movement that grew out of liberation theology and which called for a marrying of Catholic and indigenous religiosities, exemplified progressives' efforts truly to embrace The Other on equal terms. Yet even this movement can be seen as an effort by Church representatives to preserve the Church's authority and coherence through a model of culture that sees the core Catholic message ("the seed of the word") as a latent, timeless and omnipresent entity, and indigenous culture (including religiosity), like those who "bear" it, as both perpetually vulnerable and somehow intrinsically deficient (Norget 2010) .
But the embeddedness and the embodiment of a translocal Roman Catholic Church also renews forms of conflict and violence. O'Neill, for example, in the case of post-civil war Guatemala asks how a modern teleology of progress, future growth, and good/productive Catholic citizens is tinged at the edges with an excess of blood. Blood in the margin of intimidating gang letters left for public gazing, together with body parts that are regularly found on Guatemala City streets, can no longer afford a fantasy of a Catholic resurrection of the integral body. Body parts here become more the index for an uncanny medieval breakdown of the "physical coherence" of the body, and the spillage of blood reminds us of the limit of human agency in producing the past, present and future (Bildhauer 2006) 
. Economies of Sanctity
The connection between medieval returns, blood spillages, and blood as forging ties (such as those of kinship) is an important arena to understand the destructive/constructive force of the new vitalism of Roman Catholicism in contemporary Latin America. More anthropological research along these promising avenues of investigation is sorely needed. Giménez Béliveau's article already shows us how marriage and ties of blood among missionary members of FASTA and IVE are central to understanding the reproduction of religious conservative orthodoxy and the imaginations of a post-secular society and sociality that stand both above and paradoxically within the nation-state. Such consanguineal ties and the journey of missionization sanctify global Catholic citizenship over and above a project of the nation-state although in uncanningly partial continuities with post-military dictatorships. Yet in his article, O'Neill warns us of the danger of the violent interstices of the nation-state (rather than its spatial transcendence) where masquerades of modern and progressive teleologies obscure a de facto dismembering of bodies, excesses of violence and body parts.
It is the idea of a global Catholic citizenship that translocally revives the forceful and pervasive theme of Militia. The robust image of the Militia Christi-a global lay movement that celebrates a zealous, chivalric commitment to Christian devotion-strengthens the centrality of the orthodoxy but also paradoxically erodes the hegemony of the centrality of institutional Catholic Church power. In fact, new forms of communal sociality among traditional Roman Catholic groups in Argentina speak to the perceived "failure" of the Catholic Church to be traditional enough and of the need to promote a notion of global Catholic citizenship that is stronger than that offered by the nation-state. The Legionaries of Christ demonstrate an orthodoxy that is married to an attempt to "colonize" the interstices of the (Mexican and Italian) states-in other words, the spaces within the state that can secure the organization's properly (Catholic) reproduction. That allows us to think of potential avenues of analysis away from the classic distinction of private piety and public devotion (or perhaps in Benedict XVI's terms, relativism and dogmatism) and instead toward the proliferation of Catholic practices that produce different ethical horizons and ethical investments. Hence these ethical horizons situate what O'Neill (echoing Levinas) refers to as the possibility of "allow[ing] the knowledge of the Other to mark me" as being central to an engaged anthropological research on Roman Catholicism.
The proliferation of Catholicism at the margins or at the interstices of the nation-state in Latin America, however, is seen not only in the invigoration of new orthodox movements or the return to a time of a resurrection of a recomposed body. For local Catholicisms are also counterhegemonic spaces: the Pastoral Indigena and expressions of inculturation, for example, cannot be easily domesticated as simply "local" devotions. MacKenzie's article speaks to this complexity and to the unmistakably political status of the Roman Catholic Church in Latin America. The two priests he presents in his essay demonstrate that the tension between structure and process may not be the best avenue to study the matrix of the political-in its sense as forms of social action and its fantasies. MacKenzie here suggests the promise of critical thinking along the model of Castells' notions of network and circulation of power (Castells 1996) that makes the Pastoral Indígena still a thorn in the side of the Church, not only because of its capacity for grassroots mobilization, but also for the theological challenges it poses to Roman Catholic doxa.
At this juncture we would like to return to the second point mentioned at the beginning of this introduction regarding the ethnographic pluralities generated by post-Vatican II reforms. The Second Vatican Council initiated by John XXIII marked, in the words of renowned theologian Hans Küng, "an epoch-making and irrevocable turning point" (Küng 2003, 182) in the Church's external and internal personae. The Roman, centrist underpinnings of the Church's worldview were replaced by a new imperative of renewal and a revised social contract with the diversity of Catholic communities around the world in all their cultural complexities. Ecumenism combined with an emphasis on the freedom of religion and conscience and on human rights. This was a resolutely modern Church, born from the ashes of the medieval, counter-Reformation anti-modernist outlooks that had caused the Roman Catholic Church to appear irrelevant and incapable of responding to the realities of contemporary world society. Post-Vatican II reforms instated a new centripetal dynamic in theology and praxis as these were adapted to local and national conditions, partly through a new emphasis given to local churches and national conferences of bishops.
It was Medellín-inspired Latin American liberation theology that pushed Vatican II's de-centralizing and relativizing thrust even further. The Progressivists' Church of the Poor eroded the "proper" boundary between secular and sacred spheres, encouraging the insertion of clergy into the struggles and suffering of their communities, especially the impoverished and marginalized, including indigenous populations. A new paradigm of Church was born, one that implicitly relocated the moral and authentic heart of Catholicism from the institution to the people and their historical, everyday struggles against the official forces of oppression. Yet as Norget's essay points out, a closer consideration of concepts of inculturation and indigenous theology forces an awareness of the perceived risks of relativizing movements for the Church as localization may threaten the stability of its authority and, indirectly, the Pope's universal jurisdiction and the unity of the Church as an inviolable body. MacKenzie's article also throws into relief the role of priests as potential innovators, local "prophets" who, even from the edges of political power, may meaningfully push the bounds of church doctrine and teachings in new ways, again implicitly troubling the coherent, constant Church body. We also see how "progressivism" as innovation can point in the direction of either an erosion of established ecclesial and secular hierarchies or (in ways that may not be not readily apparent) the buttressing of a given political order. Thus apostolic lay organizations such as the Legion of Mary or Militia Christi, or Church movements like the Legionaries of Christ examined by Napolitano (with its own lay wing Regnum Christi), are dynamic, translocal associations that have distinct devotional agendas while they uphold fundamental ideals of traditional, Vatican-sanctioned Catholicism. And new movements such as the Catholic Charismatic Renewal may be seen, as MacKenzie does, as heterodox. But through the Charismatics' emphasis on ecstatic forms of worship (for example, touch healing, or the centrality of music and performativity), on youth and female leadership, it may also be read as an attempt by the Church at appropriating the sensuous appeal of Pentecostalist Christianity and affirming traditional ideals of apoliticism and institutional Church authority.
Such ambivalence and contradiction form perhaps the key features of the institutional Roman Catholic Church's praxis today. Benedict XVI has famously maligned relativism's repudiation of objective truth (and especially of moral truths) as the central crisis facing both the Roman Catholic Church-and indeed the world-in the twenty-first century. Yet despite his fiercely protective stance and insistence on Church unity, under his leadership (following the legacy of his predecessor John Paul II), the Church has developed new ways to acknowledge and even privilege cultural particularities and to hem in the subversive potential of heterodoxy by changing its ontology to one of difference-in-sameness, subsumed in "unity."
Like other economies, economies of sanctity are maintained through mechanisms of regulatory control. An increasingly visible means by which the Church exerts its disciplinary control is through a "spectacularization" (Debord 1967 ) of certain Church events (for example, the Pope's international tours, canonizations, and Catholic World Youth Days). In the last decade especially, the Church has attempted in Latin America to reinforce many of these strategies through coverage and promotion of events and activities on the Internet, television, film, video, radio, and in other media forms (e.g., websites, newspaper advertisements, posters, billboards, and comic books). The nature of the spread of Catholicism has been irrevocably transformed by such changes in the religious "mediascape" (Appadurai 1990 )-the images of the sacred and of the world created by mediatic forms, and their potentially transnational and translocal flows. A new interest in media in the formation of religious subjects in Latin America is steadily developing (for example, see Csordas 2009; Abreu 2002 ), yet more research is needed on the role of media in the cultivation of dispositions and subjectivities and thus new (embodied) senses of belonging to a larger community.
Finally we understand that an anthropological focus on the translocality of economies of sanctity in the Roman Catholic Church is part of a wider shift in and interrogation of the study of ethnographies of power. Ethnographies of global assemblages are now interested to trace the translocal actor-networks that collectively "assemble" such knowledge (Ong and Collier 2005; Latour 2005; Strathern 1996 ). Hubs of "passionate" religious knowledge are differently distributed across places through networks of actors, movements, and commodities (seen, for example, in the increasing importance of markets of relics and Catholic religious tourism). In this sense these global assemblages of Catholic practices and materiality create new chains of desire that also destabilize a sedimented paradigm of Church versus ("secular") nation-state as container (or negation) of cultural Catholic identity. Following the traces of these renewed or newly imagined translocalities invites, or better impels us to dwell on a paradoxical space: one which is open to negotiation and unpredictable connections and at the same time to stronger than ever forms of categorical truth and orthodoxy.
